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Expression of Interest - Closing Offers by 23rd April 5pm (Unless Sold Prior)A soaring showpiece of inspired elegance,

this breathtaking 5 bedroom, 6.5 bathroom trophy home celebrates in style with an astonishing 95 squares (approx.) of

luxury living. From vision to completion, every divine detail has been carefully crafted with a strong emphasis on prestige,

quality and aesthetic allure!A towering presence introduces the home at street level with four imposing Georgian

columns framing the entrance. Once inside, this craftsman-built masterpiece will captivate on all measures with every

sunlit space highlighting refined elements of surprise, detail and opulence. Discover a relaxed formal lounge, a

ground-floor bedroom, and a bespoke wine room displayed in all its finery.Tailor-made for family engagement,

gallery-sized living and dining is underpinned by a marble-finished kitchen/butler’s pantry boasting an imposing island

bench, a Vintec wine fridge and the full suite of integrated Miele appliances including a double-door fridge, steamer oven

and a coffee machine. The consistency of materials used over all three light-filled levels is a design triumph with tactile

marble a sleek standout throughout so many of the spaces.Creating a genuine sense of occasion, swing open bi-fold doors

and make a seamless transition to an indoor/outdoor terrace graced with a chef-ready kitchen boasting a drinks fridge, a

3-burner gas cooktop and a convenient island bench. This alfresco sanctuary will be a natural focal point for entertaining,

enriched by a north-facing terrace, lower-level deck and a manicured garden.The basement level is purpose-built for

relaxing and entertaining. Enjoy a cinematic home theatre with audio, an adjoining bar, steam room, a four-person spa, a

luxe bathroom with a dual shower, and a handy powder room. This spectacular space has to be seen to be believed!The

quintet of palatial bedrooms are all superbly serviced by walk-in robes and accompanying bathrooms. The master suite is

staged upstairs graced with a custom-fitted dressing room, commanding northern views of the Great Dividing Range and

a twin-vanity ensuite with a luxurious bath and a rainfall/hand-held shower.Masterfully designed to accommodate every

requirement of modern living, the list of lavish features is comprehensive. Enjoy a large laundry, zoned heating and

refrigerated cooling, substantial storage solutions, advanced security measures including strategic CCTV placement,

remote-controlled garaging for 3 vehicles, and so much more.Infused with the best of contemporary living, everything

about this home feels right including a tranquil neighbourhood your whole family will love. Walk to quality childcare,

transport choice and local Doncaster Road retail and restaurants, all in the Balwyn High School catchment area. Inspect to

be impressed!    


